
From the Pastor’s Office 
Sixteenth Sunday in Ordinary Time 

 

There is a lot of hospitality in the first reading and in the gospel today. Abraham is visited by strangers. There is a discrepancy. At one 
stage we are told that three men came to see him. Abraham addresses them as “Sir.” Bible scholars consider this to be a manifestation 
of God. It is God who came to visit Abraham. As a very nice host of the desert, Abraham made them welcome and he offered them 
some food. I smile. We live in the world of McDonalds and the rest. We order the food and expect it to be ready in five minutes. 
Abraham’s version of fast food is much slower. First, Sarah had to mix the flour to make dinner rolls. Meanwhile the men outside 
slaughter the animal and prepare it for roasting. Abraham’s version of takeaway food must have taken hours to prepare. But the 
stranger lingered all the while. Nice of him to tell Abraham that Sarah would give birth to a child in a year. There is a lot of magic in this 
reading. Three men turn into one man who turns into three men again. Sarah pregnant? She was in her old age, but by the magical 
intervention of God, she was about to become pregnant.  
 
There is a lot of hospitality in the gospel reading as well, this time with Martha and Mary. In any household, there is always one who 
takes responsibility for the household chores. Everyone will lend a hand from time to time, but they are all quite happy to let the one 
do the lot. Clearly, Mary is the one who lies in her bed and reads her book. We are not saying that Mary is a useless, good-for-nothing 
sister, but her priorities are different from Martha. Martha must have felt very comfortable complaining to Jesus that her sister was in 
fact lazy. Jesus admonishes her, I am sure in a nice way. He suggests to Martha that Mary has taken the better part by actually sitting 
with Jesus and entertaining as the hostess. The deeper meaning taken by scholars is that this is a lesson about prayer. Lots of us fuss 
and keep busy even when we are visiting the Lord. What should be a conversation with Jesus turns out to be me just babbling on and 
on. Some people have so much to say that they can’t even take a breath. Mary is the contemplative one. She focuses on presence and 
listening. There is plenty of time for chores. This is a time to listen and be present with Jesus. Jesus has plenty to say as well. Can we 
just let Him get a word in?  
 

With love,  
Fr. Pat 
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